Neural network estimation of balance control during locomotion.
Gait patterns of the elderly are often adjusted to accommodate for reduced function in the balance control system and a general reduction in skeletal muscle strength. Recent studies have demonstrated that measures related to motion of whole body center of mass (COM) can distinguish elderly individuals with balance impairment from healthy peers. Accurate COM estimation requires a multiple-segment anthropometric model, which may restrict its broad application in assessment of dynamic instability. Although temporal-distance measures and electromyography have been used in evaluation of overall gait function and determination of gait dysfunction, no studies have examined the use of gait measurements in predicting COM motion during gait. The purpose of this study was to demonstrate the effectiveness of an artificial neural network (ANN) model in mapping gait measurements onto COM motion in the frontal plane. Data from 40 subjects of varied age and balance impairment were entered into a 3-layer feed-forward model with back-propagated error correction. Bootstrap re-sampling was used to enhance the generalization accuracy of the model, using 20 re-sampling trials. The ANN model required minimal processing time (5 epochs, with 20 hidden units) and accurately mapped COM motion (R-values up to 0.89). As training proportion and number of hidden units increased, so did model accuracy. Overall, this model appears to be effective as a mapping tool for estimating balance control during locomotion. With easily obtained gait measures as input and a simple, computationally efficient architecture, the model may prove useful in clinical scenarios where electromyography equipment exists.